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GUIDELINES FOR AWARDING RIBBONS

Introduction: Most of our community home owners have worked hard to spruce up
and groom their gardens this spring, they deserve a fair evaluation of their work.
Please review the judging package and prepare yourself thoughtfully.

You should already be familiar with:
 The judging process
 The judging criteria
 The video

Everyone instinctively knows what a NON-ribbon deserving home front looks like:
 front of home/fencing in disrepair
 lawn un-mowed
 leaves and weeds are abundant
 unsightly curb appeal

no apparent effort

Most folks know how a Blue ribbon home shows:
 high WOW factor as overall impression
 lawn neat and cared for
 great garden design
 mature plant materials
 exceptional attention to detail

exceptional effort is obvious

Focal point: The two ends of the spectrum, above, are fairly easy to determine.
How do you go about distinguishing a Yellow from a Red and a Red from a Blue?
The garden reflects the priorities of the occupant and / or the owner. It all boils
down to effort and commitment.

Wow Factor - Overall Impression: 40% of the grade. This impression is the "curb
appeal" and includes the condition of the front of the house, as well as plants,
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garden, lawn and trees. This is your clue, dig further. Evaluating gardens is
subjective. Here are some guidelines to help your decisions:

1. White Ribbon:
 lawn neat, mowed and edged
 little or no plant material evident (immature), but planting beds are raked
 yard is tidy

effort made

2. Yellow Ribbon:
 (meets all White requirements)
 lawn more mature, maybe bare spots
 planting is evident and planting areas are denser and more mature
 weeds are not evident
 some curb appeal

effort is obvious

3. Red Ribbon:
 (meets all Yellow requirements)
 lawn well cared for, little or no bare spots
 site well utilized
 planting beds are well designed and aesthetically pleasing
 trees are pruned and in great health
 shows originality
 above average curb appeal

extra effort is obvious

4. Blue Ribbon:
 (meets all Red requirements)
 lawn is near faultless
 shows exceptional utilization of site
 planting beds are carefully designed and aesthetically impressive
 shows exceptional originality and creativity
 shows great attention to detail
 max curb appeal, has a wow factor.

exceptional effort is obvious

Blue* (Blue Star) Homes:
Homes that are identified by first-look judges to be considered for Top-Ten award.

Best Block discussion: After you finish your assigned Zone, designate the block
along your route to which you awarded the most ribbons. That should be your Best
Block. You can assign numerical values for each color ribbon to make your
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determination.

Detractions/deductions: These are simple fixes that are correctable, but if the
“effort” is not taken, a deduction should be awarded, i.e. a Yellow instead of a Red.

 artificial, plastic or silk plants and flowers
 Kids toys
 hose(s) left out
 trash cans in yard
 lacrosse nets/sports gear
 house structure or fencing needs repair/painting

IMPORTANT - Before you start judging view the Guidelines video at this link:
http://coronadoflowershow.com/home-fronts/guidelines
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